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ABSTRACT In multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs), convergence and diversity are two
basic issues and keeping a balance between them plays a vital role. There are several studies that have
attempted to address this problem, but this is still an open challenge. It is thus the purpose of this research
to develop a dual-population competitive co-evolutionary approach to improving the balance between
convergence and diversity. We utilize two populations to solve separate tasks. The first population uses
Pareto-based ranking scheme to achieve better convergence, and the second one tries to guarantee population
diversity via the use of a decomposition-based method. Next, by operating a competitive mechanism
to combine the two populations, we create a new one with a view to having both characteristics (i.e.
convergence and diversity). The proposed method’s performance is measured by the renowned benchmarks
of multi-objective optimization problems (MOPs) using the hypervolume (HV) and the inverted generational
distance (IGD) metrics. Experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms cutting-edge co-
evolutionary algorithms with a robust performance.
INDEX TERMS Dual-population, Convergence, Diversity, Co-Evolution , Competitive.
I. INTRODUCTION
THERE exist many practical problems in which often-conflicted objectives need to be optimized simultane-
ously; especially prolems in machine learning where we
are seeking a model with the best performance in both
accuracy and generalization measures. These problems are
called multi-objective optimization problems (MOPs). Un-
like single-objective optimization which can be easy to
find the best single solution, in multi-objective optimization
(MOO), a set of optimal solutions (called Pareto-optimal
solutions) will be usually selected. Obviously, finding the
largest number of Pareto-optimal solutions possible from
the MOO is a vital but time-consuming task. Therefore, the
MOO tries to find a set of solutions that satisfy both criteria:
as close as possible to the Pareto-optimal front and as diverse
as possible [1].
Unlike single-solution-based algorithms, population-based
algorithms like evolutionary algorithms (EAs) can find a
number of solutions simultaneously and hence it has become
a major approach for dealing with MOPs [2]. Recently,
Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) have be-
come one of the present trends in developing EAs. Various
MOEAs like Pareto-based algorithms ( [3], [4]), indicator-
based algorithms [5], decomposition-based algorithms [6],
or direction-based algorithm [7] have been proposed. These
MOEAs differ both in convergence as well as in diversity
preservation. In general, these algorithms can be divided
into three groups. The first one (i.e Pareto-based algorithms)
allocates priority on handling the convergence and the second
one (i.e decomposition algorithm) focuses on the diversity.
Meanwhile, the last group (i.e indicator-based algorithms)
considers both convergence and diversity by using an in-
dicator like Hypervolume (HV). Typical indicator-based al-
gorithms are IBEA (Indicator-based evolutionary algorithm
[5]); dynamic neighborhood MOEA based on HV indicator
(DNMOEA/HI) [8]; a HV estimation algorithm (HypE) [9];
and S-metric selection evolutionary multiobjective optimisa-
tion algorithms (SMS-EMOA) [10]. These algorithms have
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an advantage that they do not require any additional diversity
preservation mechanisms. However, when the number of
objectives increases, the computational complexity of these
algorithms also increases very quickly. This is their biggest
weakness. This drawback has limited its application in solv-
ing multi-and many-objective problems.
In general, using only a single algorithm to solve the
problem of balancing between convergence and diversity
in MOPs is not easy. Therefore, the current trend is to
combine multiple algorithms. This approach can be divided
into two main groups: Multi-algorithm approach [15] (i.e.
using multiple algorithms on the same population) and multi-
population approaches [16] (i.e. using multiple populations,
each corresponds to one objective ). In [15], to balance be-
tween convergence and diversity, the researchers introduced
a multi-algorithm based on Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm II (NSGA-II) and IBEA (named MABNI). To be
specific, NSGA-II and IBEA ran on the same population.
After a series of test trials, especially the ZDT and the
DTLZ ones, the MABNI produced good results. In [16],
instead of using the same population, the authors used multi-
ple populations to cope with multiple objectives, in which
each objective was optimized by one population. The au-
thors adopted particle swarm optimization (PSO) for each
swarm and designed a co-evolutionary multi-swarm PSO
algorithm (named CMPSO). The experiment results showed
that CMPSO is suitable for solving MOPs with two and three
objectives.
The multi-population approach can be regarded as a co-
evolutionary algorithm (CoEA). The general idea of CoEA
is to break down a problem into a set of sub-problems and
uses multiple populations to optimize different sub-problems.
The CoEA can be categorized into two groups [17] which
are competitive and cooperative ones. In the competitive
approach, the fitness of each individual in one population is
measured by the competition with some individuals in other
populations. With regard to the latter group, a collaborative
mechanism is used to determine the fitness of each individual.
The first version of cooperative co-evolution was proposed in
[18]. In [19] a framework of the CoEA was used for the flex-
ible pickup and delivery problem with time windows. In this
study, there are two separate populations; one is employed
for diversification purpose while the other is used for evolu-
tionary intensification. In [20] based on a cooperative CoEA
with dual populations, a new hybrid learning algorithm was
introduced to design a radial basis function neural network
(RBFNN) models with feature selection. While the purpose
of the first population is to find out the most significant input
characteristics of RBFNN, the second one aims at discover-
ing the optimal RBFNN structure. Sharing the same idea, the
authors in [21] employed a 2-population cooperative CoEA
(named differential evolution-based coevolutionary multi-
objective optimization algorithm (DECMO)). In DECMO,
SPEA2 (Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2) and
DEMO (DE for Multiobjective Optimization)/GDE3 (Gener-
alized Differential Evolution) models with a similar fitness
mechanism were used in the first and second population
respectively. In general, the cooperative mechanism between
multiple populations is favorably utilized by CoEAs to deal
with MOPs. To interested readers, papers ( [16] and [22])
are good references for further understanding on this area of
research. Unlike the cooperative CoEAs, there exists a lack
of research addressing the competitive CoEAs ( [22]- [24]).
In [23], the authors proposed a competitive and cooperative
co-evolutionary model (named CCPSO) for designing multi-
objective particle swarm optimization algorithm. In [24], a
combination of competitive and cooperative mechanisms was
proposed to solve MOPs in a dynamic environment.
Recently, there have been many studies addressing the
problem of balancing convergence and diversity in solving
more complex problems such as constrained multi-objective
optimization problems (CMOPs) ( [25]- [27]), dynamic
multi-objective optimization [28], many objectives ( [29]-
[30]), or ensemble learning problems (with the objectives
of maximizing accuracy and diversity of the ensemble). The
main idea of these studies is mainly based on a combination
of two Pareto-based and decomposition-based methods. In
[25], the authors used a co-evolutionary algorithm using
the two-archive strategy (called C-TAEA) for solving the
CMOPs. In particular, C-TAEA utilized two populations,
one named convergence-oriented archive (CA) and the other
named diversity-oriented archive (DA). CA’s mission is to
maintain convergence and feasibility. The DA, meanwhile,
is responsible for preserving the convergence and diversity
of the evolution process. The empirical results on benchmark
and real-world problems showed the competitiveness of the
proposed method in comparison with other state-of-the-art
algorithms.
In [31], Ke Li et.al. dealt with convergence and diversity si-
multaneously by employing a dual-cooperative co-evolution
paradigm (DPP). With the first population, a Pareto-based
mechanism was operated in order to maintain a solution
set with satisfactory. The solutions of this population are
randomly spread. Regarding the second population, diversity
was preserved by the application of a decomposition-based
mechanism. In order to guarantee this trait, solutions in this
population are uniformly spread. Finally, a restricted mating
selection mechanism (RMS) was employed to harmonize in-
teractions between two co-evolving populations. In the RMS,
two mating parents are chosen from both populations. Each
of them is restrictively selected from its neighboring sub-
regions with a large probability. Because of this selection,
there is a possibility that the individual in the first population
may not be found. If this happens, an alternative individual
can be taken from the corresponding sub-region in the second
population. In such a case, both mating parents are selected
from the same population, rendering the co-evolutionary
mechanism meaningless. To address these shortcoming, Vu
et.al. [32] improved this model by proposing a new restricted
selection mechanism as well as some small improvements in
the DPP model to shorten the running time as well as achiev-
ing better results. Ke Li et.al. [33] proposed a dual-population
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approach for balancing convergence and diversity. The au-
thors utilized a grid dominance relationship to maintain the
convergence and a decomposition based selection principle to
preserve well distributed solutions like the second population
in the DPP.
Inspired by the co-evolution paradigm with encouraging
results [31], we continue to explore in this direction. Specifi-
cally, in our research, a competitive co-evolutionary approach
is developed to solve multiobjective optimization problems.
The difference between this paper and existing studies is
detailed as follows. First, we utilize an other mating selection
mechanism instead of the RMS mechanism to select two
mating parents. Second, to generate two offsprings from the
selected parents, we use a competitive model instead of the
co-operative one.
In summary, our main contributions are summarized as
follows:
(a) We present a new dual-population competitive co-
evolutionary approach (DPPCP) that uses a competitive co-
evolutionary mechanism instead of a co-operative one for
interaction between two populations.
(b) We propose a new neighbor-based selection mechanism
(NBSM) to select mating solutions instead of using restricted
mating selection (RMS) mechanism like previous studies.
(c) We perform extensive experiments on the proposed
algorithm to compare and analyze results with existing and
related algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, background algorithms are presented with two well-
known algorithms (NSGA-II and MOEA/D) and the dual-
population paradigm (DPP). Afterward, the detail of the
proposed method is shown in Section III. Then, experimental
results and discussions are given in Section IV. Finally, the
paper is concluded in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND
A. NON-DOMINATED SORTING GENETIC ALGORITHM II
(NSGA-II)
NSGA-II [3] is one of the most common algorithms among
Pareto-based EMO algorithms. This is an improved version
of NSGA [34]. In NSGA-II, based on the objective function
values, each solution knows how many solutions it domi-
nates and how many solutions that dominate it. Thereafter,
a non-dominated sorting mechanism will be used to rank
solutions and assign them to Pareto-fronts (F0,..., Fl,..., Fp).
All solutions on the same front will not dominate each other
or be dominated by one another. Solutions on a front will
dominate solutions on other fronts with higher ranks. Both
populations of parents and offspring are joined in a hybrid
population. Half of them are selected for the new population.
To construct a new population, the selection will start from
F0 (i.e. the lowest rank front) to a front denoted as Fl.
Because all solutions on Fl have the same convergence, they
need a diversity mechanism to compare. NSGA-II used the
crowding-distance as a secondary selection strategy. This
way, NSGA-II always tries to keep the convergence as much
as possible.
In Pareto-based algorithms, convergence and diversity are
considered in turn. In NSGA-II, for example, at each gen-
eration, solutions are ranked using a non-dominated sorting
method. As a result, a population is divided into multiple
fronts. Individuals with lower ranks (i.e. corresponds to better
convergence) are preselected. Then, solutions on the last
front are selected up to the full size of a population by
using a diversity selection approach (i.e. crowding distance).
Therefore, in NSGA-II, the preservation of diversity is sec-
ondary. It only guarantees diversity for a limited number of
solutions in the population; the rest is selected mainly based
on the convergence regardless of their diversity. This causes
a limitation in solving problems with many-objective (i.e.
more than three objectives) or difficult problems with the
complicated Pareto-optimal set.
B. MULTIOBJECTIVE EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM
BASED ON DECOMPOSITION (MOEA/D)
To balance convergence and diversity, a decomposition-based
approach is also applied. In this approach, a complex MOP
is decomposed into several sub-problems and these sub-
problems are solved in a collaborative manner [11]. A MOP
may be divided into a group of single-objective problems
(e.g. MOEA/D [6] and MOEA/D-DE (MOEA/D based on
differential evolution) [12]) or a group of sub-MOPs without
using any aggregation function (e.g. NSGA-III [13] and
MOEA/D-M2M (a version of multiobjective optimization
evolutionary algorithm-based decomposition) [11]). Because
different solutions in the population are associated with dif-
ferent sub-problems, diversity is naturally maintained [6].
Whereas, by optimizing sub-problems, the convergence crite-
rion will be satisfied. However, the limitation of this approach
is that algorithms may struggle to preserve diversity in high
dimensional objective space. As discussed in [14] the reason
comes from the contour lines of aggregation functions used
in decomposition-based MOEAs.
MOEA/D [6] is a decomposition-based method. It de-
composes MOPs into a set of single-objective optimization
sub-problems through an aggregation method (such as the
weighted sum, Tchebycheff and boundary intersection ap-
proaches [35]). In order to address these sub-problems, a
population-based algorithm is applied. In MOEA/D, each
solution is associated with a sub-problem and the population
consists of the best solution for each sub-problem. There-
fore, the diversity among these sub-problems will result in
the diversity in the population. In addition, a set of evenly
spread weight vectors is used by MOEA/D to identify the
search directions. Therefore, MOEAD can produce a uniform
distribution of Pareto solutions.
C. THE DUAL-POPULATION PARADIGM (DPP)
Given in Fig.1 is the general architecture of DPP model [31],
which employed two co-evolving populations. The Pareto-
based mechanism is used in the first population (named
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Ap) and the decomposition-based mechanism is used in the
second population (named Ad). These populations engage in
a parallel evolution. At each generation, a restricted mating
selection mechanism (RMS) allows them to interact with
each other. In the RMS, the mating parent include three solu-
tions, of which two are selected from Ad and the remaining
one is selected from Ap. Thanks to this, the parents could
give all the positive characteristics (i.e. the convergence and
diversity) to the offspring. To update both Ap and Ad, the
offspring utilizes the corresponding archiving mechanism.
In the RMS process, there exist two cases. In the first case,
if no solution is included in the selected sub-region in Ap,
an alternative solution will be chosen by the RMS in the
corresponding one inAd. In the second case, if more than one
solution is found in the sub-region, only one solution will be
selected.
This algorithm gives some promising results. However,
there are two areas for possible improvements, as discussed
below:
1. Restricted mating selection method:
The authors restrict the mating parents from neighboring
sub-regions with a high probability (and there is only a low
probability of these mating parents to be selected from the
whole population). However, they only randomly select a
neighboring sub-region from Ap regardless of whether this
sub-region contains any solutions in theAp or not. This leads
to a high possibility that the selected sub-region does not
contain any solutions (so an alternative solution has to be
borrowed from the corresponding sub-region in Ad). This
may lead to an imbalance between the two populations.
2. The interaction between two co-evolving populations:
In DPP, the authors define the interaction as the way to
generate offspring from mating parents. To be specific, they
use differential evolution (DE) for offspring generation. This
means they need three solutions (such as, xGr1, x
G
r2, x
G
r3,
where xGr3 is the current solution, x
G
r1 is a solution selected
from Ap and xGr2 is a solution selected from Ad) to create
new offspring (xG+1r3 ).
xG+1i = x
G
r3 + F ∗ (xGr1 − xGr2) (1)
It is worth noting that in Eq.1, F ∗ (xGr1 − xGr2) is a direction
vector. This vector is vital because it may help to direct the
current vector to a new location that is closer to the global
extremes or maybe even make it move further away from
this position. Take Fig.[2] as an example. In case 1, using
Eq.1, from the three parents xGr1, x
G
r2, x
G
r3, we can obtain
an offspring solution xG+1i whose position is closer to the
global extreme position (denoted by Min) than its parents. On
the contrary, in case 2, also using Eq.1, although the parents
xGr1, x
G
r2, x
G
r3 are close to Min, the offspring solution x
G+1
i is
actually further away from Min than its parents. In DPP, the
authors select xGr3 and x
G
r1 fromAd and x
G
r2 fromAp with the
hope that xGr1 has good convergence properties and x
G
r2 has
a promising diversity. In this way, we have a large chance to
generate offspring having both of advantages. However, there
still exist two major drawbacks:
(+) Choosing two out of three solutions from theAd and only
one from Ap may cause an imbalance in the co-evolutionary
process.
(+) Since the direction vector is made up of two solutions in
two different populations, it could lead to unpromising out-
comes, especially when the two populations are imbalanced
(i.e. the convergence of a population is much better than the
other). Let us consider a simple example in Fig.3. xGr2 is
quite close to the Pareto front. Meanwhile, xGr1 is far from
the Pareto front. Suppose that we are running with the Ad
population, by iterating over each sub-region, for each sub-
region (assuming the current sub-region contains xGr3), we
make a random selection of two neighbour sub-regions (e.g.
NB1, NB2). In these 2 sub-regions, NB1 contains a solution
(e.g. xGr2), while NB2 does not contain any solution. In this
case, NB2 will borrow a solution in the corresponding sub-
region on the Ap population(e.g. xGr1). After mating, based
on Eq.1,we might obtain the offspring xG+1i . It can be seen
that xG+1i has shifted to a position that is far from the Pareto-
front. This leads to poorer results.
This paper attempts to address the aforementioned draw-
backs. To do so, we propose a new dual-population co-
evolutionary approach named DPPCP (The dual-population
competitive co-evolutionary approach). This approach differs
from the DPP model in two ways. First, it uses a competitive
co-evolution rather than co-evolution to interact between two
co-evolving populations. Second, it uses a neighbor-based
selection mechanism (NBSM) instead of the RMS to select
three different solutions on each distinct population.
These two models are explained in more detail in the next
sections.
III. THE DUAL-POPULATION COMPETITIVE
CO-EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH (DPPCP)
The general diagram of the DPPCP is given in Fig.4 and
the pseudo-code of the proposed algorithm DPPCP is shown
in Algorithm 1. There are two co-evolving populations:
the first one (named Ap) is evolved by using the Pareto-
based mechanism; the other one (named Ad) utilizes the
decomposition-based mechanism to evolve. At each genera-
tion, we use a neighbor-based selection mechanism (NBSM)
to select three candidate solutions from each of the pop-
ulations. After that, we use differential evolution (DE) to
create two offspring named ChildAp (i.e. the offspring in
population Ap ) and ChildAd (the offspring in population
Ad). Next, we let ChildAd compete with ChildAp using
Pareto dominance-based metrics and choose the winner to
updateAp. Similarly, we letChildAp compete withChildAd
using decomposition-based metrics and use the winner to
update Ad. At the end of the co-evolution process, the final
population is a combination of both Ap and Ad populations.
The reason for this decision is that each of them uses a
different optimal mechanism. While Ap uses true Pareto
front,Ad utilizes idea point (a solution with the best objective
values known since running the algorithm) as the best goal
to achieve. The roles of the two populations are the same.
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FIGURE 1: The pseudo-code of the DPP algorithm
FIGURE 2: The way to generate offsprings from mating parents using DE operators
Therefore, in order to preserve the good properties of both
populations (i.e. diversity and convergence), we decided to
keep both populations in the final selected population.
As mentioned above, there are two differences between
the DPPCP model and the DPP model: First, in the DPPCP,
we do not use a co-operative co-evolutionary mechanism.
In other words, we have eliminated the mating parents step
to generate the offspring. Instead, we use a competitive
mechanism to make two offspring interact with each other.
Second, we use the NBSM mechanism to select three solu-
tions in each population and use them to create two separate
offspring.
In general, the model is divided into four main steps: Initial-
ization, NBSM selection, Competitive process, and Update
population.
A. INITIALIZATION
At the first step, Ap and Ad (with the same size N) are
randomly generated. However, the distribution of individuals
in the two populations is different. In Ad, N solutions are
assigned to different N sub-regions. To make sure that there is
only one solution for each sub-region, the algorithm divides
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FIGURE 3: A simple illustration of generating spring from mating parents
Algorithm 1: DPPCP Algorithm
input : M: The number of generations.
T: The neighboring numbers
N: The population size
output: Final Population Ap and Ad
1 [Ap, Ad] = initializePopulation()
2 W = InitializeUniformWeight()
3 B = InitializeNeighborhood()
4 Z∗ = InitializeIdealPoint()
5 Znad = InitializeNadirPoint()
6 m←0
7 while m < M do
8 offspringAp← ∅
9 for i← 1 to N do
10 ChildAp, ChildAd =
NBSMSelection(Ap, Ad, i, Bi)
11 Winner1 ==
CompeteDominate(ChildAp, ChildAd)
12 Winner2 ==
CompeteDecompostion(ChildAp, ChildAd)
13 UpdateAp(Winner1, Ap);
14 UpdateAd(Winner2, Ad);
15 Update Z∗ and Znad
16 m++;
17 end
18 end
19 Return P← Ap ∪Ad
the original region into N sub-regions (denoted as Si) by
using N uniformly distributed unit vectors denoted as λi (See
Fig.5). Each λi will be identified corresponding to solutioni
(or each solution is assigned to only one sub-region). The
algorithm utilizes the λ vectors to calculate the Euclidean
distance between these vectors. Based on these distances, the
algorithm can determine which sub-regions are the neigh-
bours of a solution. In the next step (i.e. evolutionary step),
when a new solution is created, it is necessary to determine
which sub-region it belongs to. This is done based on the
calculation of the distance between the new solution and the
λ vectors. A sub-region will be selected if it contains the
λ vector which is closest to the new solution. However, it
should be noted that, instead of including this new solution
in this sub-region directly, a competition between the new
solution and the existing solution in this sub-region will take
place. The better solution (based on the fitness functions) will
be selected to assign to this sub-region. By this way, there is
exactly one solution in each sub-region and Ad is distributed
evenly (i.e. diversity) in the objective space. Unlike Ad, Ap
does not rely on the even spread of N unit vectors. Therefore,
N solutions in Ap are randomly assigned to N sub-regions
(Fig.6 gives an intuitive example of the distribution of solu-
tions in each population. Ap does not contain any solution
in sub-regions 0, 1, 3, 5, while sub-regions 2 and 4 contain
more than one solutions). This leads to a situation that a sub-
region may either not have any solution or contain more than
one solutions. Next, we find the T closest neighborhood sub-
regions for each solution(by using the Euclidean distance).
These neighborhoods play a vital role in the next steps.
B. THE NEIGHBOR-BASED SELECTION MECHANISM
(NBSM)
In [6] the authors showed that: when solving continuous
MOPs, in some mild conditions, neighborhood solutions
should have similar structures. This means the neighborhood
information is very important and it should be better if we use
this important information in the orientation process for new
solutions. For that reason, we prefer to choose mating parents
from several neighboring sub-regions. As for the traditional
DE operator [39], xGr1 and x
G
r2 (two components of the direc-
tion vectors in Eq.2) are randomly selected from the whole
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FIGURE 4: System architecture of the dual-population competitive co-evolutionary approach
population. This random mating selection mechanism can ex-
plore well. However, since there is no guidance information
towards the Pareto set, it may lead to a degeneration problem.
The RMS mechanism in [31] improved this weakness by
using more information from neighboring sub-regions than
from the whole population. However, as mentioned above, a
drawback of the RMS mechanism is that the probability of
selecting a sub-region in Ap that contains at least a solution
is relatively low. At that time, the RMS borrows an alternate
solution in the Ad, which can lead to an imbalance between
two populations of the co-evolutionary process. This is the
reason why we propose another selection mechanism (i.e.
NBSM).
The pseudo-code of the NBSM mechanism is presented in
Algorithm 2.
There are two underlying principles of the NBSM. Firstly,
we want fairness in choosing the number of solutions to
hybridize in the coevolutionary step. Secondly, the three
chosen solutions used in the DE operator must be on the same
population (in order to avoid the phenomenon as shown in
Figure 3).
To generate new offspring (i.e. ChildAp or ChildAd),
we imitate the idea from MOEA/D-DE [12]. Specifically, in
MOEA/D-DE, a solution y is generated from xr1 (i.e. the
current solution), xr2 and xr3 according to Eq.2, and a new
solution is generated by a mutation operator on y with a small
probability, according to Eq.3
yk =
{
xr1k + F ∗ (xr2k − xr3k ), with probability < CR
xr1k , with probability 1-CR
(2)
where CR and F are two control parameters
yk =
{
yk + σk ∗ (uk − lk), with probability pm
yk, with probability 1-pm
(3)
σk =
{
(2 ∗ rand) 1η+1 − 1, if rand < 0.5
1− (2− 2 ∗ rand) 1η+1, otherwise (4)
Where rand is a uniform random number in [0,1]; pm is the
mutation rate; uk and lk are the upper and lower bound of the
kth decision variable, respectively.
Another major difference between the two RMS and
NBSM mechanisms is the solution selection procedure in
Ap. For each small partition, we conduct a search across the
entire T neighborhood sub-regions instead of just choosing a
random sub-region as in the RMS mechanism. This way, the
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FIGURE 5: A simple illustration of initializing the population for Ad
Algorithm 2: NBSMSelection(Ap,Ad,i,Bi)
input : Ap: the pareto-based population
Ad: the decomposition-based population
i: the current sub-region index
Bi: a set contains neighborhood indexes of
the current sub-region.
T: the neighborhood size;
N: the population size
output: Q: Two mating parent
1 P1 =MatSelectionAp()
2 P2 =MatSelectionAd()
3 Solution1 = Ap[r1p]
4 Solution2 = Ap[r2p]
5 if SubRegion(r1p) does not contain any solutions
then
6 Solution1 = Ad[r1p]
7 end
8 if SubRegion(r2p) does not contain any solutions
then
9 Solution2 = Ad[r2p]
10 end
11 ChildAp = DE(Solution1, Solution2, Ap[i])
12 ChildAd = DE(Ad[r1d], Ad[r2d], Ad[i])
13 Return Q = (ChildAp , ChildAd)
probability of finding three solutions is much higher. In the
case of any individuals cannot be found in the neighborhood
sub-regions we borrow from the Ad.
C. THE COMPETITIVE CO-EVOLUTIONARY
MECHANISM (COMPETITIVE PROCESS)
In this step, two offspring solutions ChildAp and ChildAd
in each population are selected to participate in tourna-
ments. Fig.7 gives an intuitive explanation of this mecha-
FIGURE 6: A simple illustration of distribution of solutions
in sub-regions
Algorithm 3: MatSelectionAd(Ad, i, Bi)
input : Ad: the decomposition-based population
i: the current sub-region index
Bi: a set contains neighborhood indexes of
the current sub-region.
T: the neighborhood size;
N: the population size
θ: the neighborhood selection probability
output: [I,J]: Two sub-region indexes.
1 if rand < θ then
2 Randomly select two indices I, J, from Bi
3 end
4 else
5 Randomly select two indices I, J from
{1, 2, ..., N}
6 end
nism. Specifically, ChildAp competes against ChildAd us-
ing the Pareto-based rule (i.e. CompeteDominance method
in Algorithm 1), a winner is selected to update Ap.
Meanwhile, ChildAd competes against ChildAp using
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Algorithm 4: MatSelectionAp(Ap,i,Bi)
input : Ap: the pareto-based population
i: the current sub-region index
Bi: a set contains neighborhood indexes of
current sub-region.
T: the neighborhood size;
N: the population size
θ: the neighborhood selection probability
output: [I,J]: Two sub-region indexes.
1 listNeighborAp← ∅
2 if rand < θ then
// Select two sub-region indexes
in Ap
3 for i← 0 to T do
4 for j ← 0 to N do
5 if Ap[j] ∈ Bi[i] then
6 Add j to listNeighborAp;
7 end
8 end
9 end
10 while size of listNeighborAp < 2 do
11 Randomly select an index r from 1,2. . . .,N
12 Add r to listNeighborAp
13 end
14 Randomly select two indices J and K from
listNeighborAp.
15 end
16 else
17 Randomly select an index from {1, 2, ..., N}
18 end
FIGURE 7: The competitive mechanism
the decomposition-based rule (i.e. CompeteDecomposition
method in Algorithm 1). We would like to highlight the ben-
efits of competitive co-evolution by considering two possible
cases:
(+) If two winning solutions belong to two different popu-
lations. It means we have a solution which has good con-
vergence and another with good diversity. This is what we
expected.
(+) If two winning solutions belong to the same population
(e.g. Ap). It means, one solution in Ap has the convergence
better than its competitor (this is normal). Along with that,
the remaining solution in Ap is more diverse than its con-
testant in Ad. It is interesting to note that, in this case, we
have one mating solution which has good convergence and
the other which not only good convergence but also excellent
diversity. Therefore, the offspring can get both of good traits.
This is very different from the cooperative co-evolution in
DPP.
D. UPDATE POPULATION
Algorithm 5: UpdateAp (winner1, Ap)
input : LimitedNum: The limited number of
updated times
N : the Population size
output: Ap after updated
1 isNonDominte= False ; Flag = False;
2 for i← 0 to N do
3 if winner1 dominate Ap[j] then
4 Update Ap[j] by winner1;
5 Flag = True;
6 Num++;
7 if Num==LimitedNum then
8 Break;
9 end
10 else if winner1 and Ap[j] are nondominated
then
11 isNonDominte = True;
12 end
13 ;
14 end
15 end
16 if isNonDominte = True and Flag = False then
17 Add winner1 to Ap
18 Ap = crowdingDistanceSelection(Ap)
19 end
20 else
21 Randomly select an index from {1, 2, ..., N}
22 end
The update mechanism in each population will be differ-
ent. In research [31] the authors only updated Offspring to the
nearest sub-region. This is to ensure the population diversity,
but the probability that this solution will replace the sub-
region is rather small (because it only compares to only one
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sub-region, while there are some other sub-regions having
much worse solutions). This may lead to the possibility that
convergence will decrease. To improve this disadvantage, we
used the updated idea of the MOEA/D algorithm for both
populations. Specifically, we will iterate through all solutions
in the neighborhood sub-regions in question and update them
on a limited number of times (this helps to avoid having many
similar solutions as well as speeding up the convergence of
the population).
Specifically, the UpdateAd (winner2,Ad) method in al-
gorithm 1 is used in the same way as the MOEA/D-DE
algorithm; whereas the UpdateAp (winner1,Ap) method is
shown in the algorithm 5.
It can be easy to see that, the way to update Ap is different
from the one in the NSGA-II algorithm. We update Ap as
soon as the winner dominates a solution in Ap and conduct-
ing Ranking and CrowdingDistanceSelection methods every
time updating offspring. Meanwhile, the NSGA-II uses a list
to store all of the offspring and performing ranking when the
loop is finished.
It is highlighted that the new offspring requires being
assigned to a certain sub-region. In this paper, to determine
the suitable sub-region, the authors first measure the distance
between its unit vector and the offspring’s objective vector.
Which sub-region has the minimum distance will be selected
to contain the offspring. It is also noted that the scaling of
each objective function differs from each other. It means
the value of objective functions can vary from low to high
one. This leads to a situation that in the calculation of the
Euclid distance, the low objective value is of no importance.
Therefore, it is essential to standardize the objective func-
tions in the same range of values. Here we perform the
standardization [2] to the interval [0,1] as follows:
fnormi =
fi − Z∗i
Znadi − Z∗i
(5)
Where i ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}; m is the number of objective
functions.
The above analysis shows that basically Ap is similar to
NSGA-II; and Ad is similar to MOEA/D in terms of how
they work, but the details of the implementation are quite
different. In the experimental results, we will further analyze
these differences.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
In this step, we will perform experiments with the proposed
algorithm to clarify some following problems. First, we
compare the proposed method with some baseline algorithms
(i.e. NSGA-II and MOEA/D-DE) and the state-of-the-art
algorithms (ED/DPP in [31] and DPP2 in [32]). Via the
comparison results, we could see how good the performance
of the proposed method when comparing to the others. Next,
we develop a variant named DPPCP-Variant1 and compare
it to the DPPCP to know the effects of competitiveness. In
order to know the effects of the NBSM mechanism, we create
two variants named DPPCP-Variant2 and DPPCP-Variant3
and compare them to DPPCP. Finally, to know the interaction
between two co-evolving populations, we create two other
variants named DPPCP-Ap and DPPCP-Ad. After that, we
conduct three test cases between NSGA-II and Ap; MOEAD
and Ad; and DPPCP-Ap and DPPCP-Ad.
A. TEST PROBLEMS
In this paper, 32 test instances (ZDT1 to ZDT6, UF1 to
UF10, WFG1 to WFG9 and DTLZ1 to DTLZ7) are used as
benchmark problems. Among these, UF1 to UF7 [38] and
WFG1 to WFG9 [36] and ZDT1, ZDT2, ZDT3, ZDT4, ZDT6
[40] are the bi-objective test problems; and UF8, to UF10
and DTLZ1 to DTLZ7 are tri-objective benchmarks. More
detailed properties of DTLZ problems are summarized in
Table 1.
TABLE 1: The DTLZ series test instances
Name Variablenumber
Objective
number Geometry
DTLZ1 7 3 Linear
DTLZ2 12 3 Concave
DTLZ3 12 3 Concave
DTLZ4 12 3 Concave
DTLZ5 12 3 -
DTLZ6 12 3 -
DTLZ7 22 3 Disconnected
B. PERFORMANCE METRICS
When measuring the performance of MOEAs, two common
factors considered are convergence (the closeness between
the obtained solutions set and the true Pareto optimal front)
and diversity (the spread and distribution of solutions on the
Pareto front). There exists a number of performance metrics
to evaluate these factors such as generational distance (GD)
[10], spacing metric (SP) [10], hypervolume (HV) [11] and
inverted generational distance (IGD) [12], inverted genera-
tional distance plus (IGD+) or stability [13]. Fig.8 shows
the ability of each metric. The GD and SP metrics evaluate
the convergence and uniformity respectively. Meanwhile, the
IGD as well as the HV metrics measure are not only the
convergence but also the diversity of a solution set.
In this paper, the IGD and HV are chosen as the main
metrics. It is worth highlighting that the quality of a solution
depends on the HV value. The greater the HV value is, the
better the solution is. Besides, the lower the value of the IGD
is, the better.
C. PARAMETERS SETTINGS OF MOEAS
Given in table 2 are the parameters of the NSGA-II and
MOEA/D-DE. In each test trial, every algorithm is indepen-
dently run 20 times. The population size (N) is set to 300
and the termination criterion of an algorithm is a predefined
number of generation (M), which is constantly set to 300.000.
D. DPPCP AGAINST BASELINE ALGORITHMS
As mentioned above, the DPPCP uses two populations,
one based on the Pareto mechanism (using the NSGA-II
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FIGURE 8: Several performance metrics used in MOEAs
TABLE 2: The parameter setting of the MOEAs
MOEAs Parameters settings
NSGA-II pc=0.9, pm=1/nvariables; µc = 20;µm = 20
MOEA/D-DE pm=1/ nvariables, µm = 20, CR=1.0, F=0.5,
σ = 0.9, T=20, ′rand/1/bin′; nreplaced=2
algorithm), the other based on the decomposition mecha-
nism (using MOEAD/DE algorithm). In order to assess the
effectiveness of using the co-evolutionary mechanism, we
compare the proposed algorithm with these two baseline
algorithms (i.e. NSGA-II and MOEAD/DE). Table 3 and
Table 4 provide the performance comparisons of DPPCP,
MOEA/D-DE and NSGA-II on 32 test instances, with re-
spect to the IGD and the HV metrics, respectively. Based
on experimental results, we can see that DPPCP achieves
a better outcome than both NSGA-II and MOEA-D/DE. It
wins in 26 out of 32 comparisons using the HV and the
IGD metrics. It is worth noting that although NSGA-II is the
worst among three candidates, it achieves the best IGD metric
values on the UF4 and the UF5. Meanwhile, MOEA/D-
DE obtains the best IGD metric values on the UF3, UF6,
UF9, and WFG5. By contrast, DPPCP shows a poor result
on the UF5 test instance. However, DPPCP shows better
performance than the baseline algorithm on all the ZDT and
DTLZ instances. These results indicate the effectiveness of
DPPCP for achieving both convergence and diversity criteria.
E. DPPCP AGAINST STATE-OF-ART ALGORITHMS
In [31], the authors compared the DPP algorithm with some
state-of-the-art algorithms (e.g. MOEA/D-FRRMAB [41],
MOEA/D-RMS [42], MOEA/D-M2M [11], D2 MOPSO
[43] and HyPE [9]) with competitive results. Therefore,
DPP can be considered a state of the art algorithm. In this
study, we focus on comparing the DPPCP with the original
algorithm DPP (named ED/DPP) and the DPP2 algorithm
[32], a modified version of this algorithm.
The results in Table 5 and Table 6 show that the proposed
method (DPPCP) a is clearly better ED/DPP and DPP2 (it
gives better metric value in 24 out of 32 comparisons). In
ZDT instances, DPPCP give results better than ED/DPP in
all instances, especially, in ZDT4 instance, DPPCP outper-
forms ED/DPP about 10.000 times. In UF instances, ED/DPP
achieves better performance on UF5 and UF6 instances.
However, DPPCP obtains better IGD metric values in other
UF instances, even with UF1 it is better about 100 times.
Similar to WFG instances, DPPCP achieves better metric
values in all of the comparisons (except WFG5). These
results show that the competitive co-evolution model pro-
posed in this paper outperforms the co-operative co-evolution
methods in ( [31], [32]).
F. EFFECTS OF COMPETITIVENESS
To verify the effect of the competitive co-evolutionary ap-
proach, we have developed a variant (denoted as DPPCP-
Variant1). In DPPCP-Variant1, there is no interaction be-
tween the two populations, except for a connection in the
selection stage (NBSM), where some individuals on the Ad
side can be borrowed from the Ap. Two offspring ChildAp
and ChildAd will be used to update the population immedi-
ately instead of being used to compete in the DPPCP. The
result is a combination of output from each population.
The performance comparisons are shown in Table 7 and
Table 8 via the mean and standard deviation values. For each
row in the table, we highlight the best value in bold.
In Table 7, we conduct the comparison between DPPCP
and DPPCP-Variant1 using the HV metric. The DPPCP
attains better metric values in all of the comparisons (except
UF5, UF6, and UF9). Especially in Table 8, The DPPCP’s
results are about ten times as good as DPP’s are with ZDT1,
ZDT3, ZDT4, UF1, WFG3, WFG4, DTLZ5, DTLZ6 and
about 100 times with WFG1, WFG2.
It can be seen that DPPCP shows better performance than
DPPCP-Variant1 in most instances. Especially, DPPCP out-
performs DPPCP-Variant1 in the WFG series. Based on the
results, it can be clear to see the advantage of the competitive
co-evolutionary approach. It helps to achieve better results on
both criteria (i.e. convergence and diversity).
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TABLE 3: Performance comparisons between the DPPCP with baseline algorithms using HV metric
NSGAII MOEAD DPPCP
ZDT1 6.647858e− 015.3e−05 6.648386e− 014.7e−05 6.655793e− 010.0e+00
ZDT2 3.314961e− 013.3e−05 3.315780e− 015.1e−05 3.321892e− 010.0e+00
ZDT3 5.168567e− 011.2e−05 5.162200e− 011.1e−05 5.170450e− 010.0e+00
ZDT4 6.648548e− 012.2e−05 6.649686e− 019.8e−06 6.655913e− 010.0e+00
ZDT6 4.031456e− 011.4e−04 4.047282e− 011.7e−08 4.053136e− 010.0e+00
UF1 5.484432e− 011.9e−02 6.636184e− 011.3e−04 6.639659e− 010.0e+00
UF 6.396909e− 013.6e−03 6.572483e− 012.8e−03 6.616692e− 010.0e+00
UF3 4.571061e− 013.4e−02 6.569119e− 019.5e−03 5.965543e− 010.0e+00
UF4 2.726602e− 013.2e−04 2.458777e− 015.8e−03 2.551797e− 010.0e+00
UF5 2.374327e− 012.8e−02 3.632481e− 026.5e−02 8.999985e− 020.0e+00
UF6 2.778372e− 014.1e−02 2.024907e− 017.9e−02 1.725421e− 010.0e+00
UF7 4.195309e− 016.1e−02 4.952861e− 012.4e−03 4.954061e− 010.0e+00
UF8 1.069511e− 012.2e−02 3.295556e− 012.3e−02 3.623309e− 010.0e+00
UF9 4.296275e− 011.2e−01 6.014756e− 016.2e−02 5.565798e− 010.0e+00
UF10 5.292133e− 041.1e−03 5.944409e− 022.7e−02 9.315613e− 020.0e+00
WFG1 6.336915e− 013.8e−04 6.347114e− 012.2e−04 6.370891e− 010.0e+00
WFG2 5.652985e− 011.2e−05 5.646742e− 011.3e−05 5.654082e− 010.0e+00
WFG3 4.978645e− 014.7e−05 4.980009e− 016.1e−06 4.987931e− 010.0e+00
WFG4 2.214379e− 018.9e−05 2.212084e− 011.1e−04 2.220795e− 010.0e+00
WFG5 1.982352e− 018.4e−05 1.988567e− 012.2e−03 1.989817e− 010.0e+00
WFG6 2.104230e− 013.2e−03 2.128723e− 014.5e−06 2.136358e− 010.0e+00
WFG7 2.129812e− 014.4e−05 2.128570e− 018.1e−06 2.136157e− 010.0e+00
WFG8 1.676837e− 012.3e−02 1.704603e− 012.4e−02 2.114787e− 010.0e+00
WFG9 2.433160e− 015.0e−04 2.438831e− 015.5e−05 2.449073e− 010.0e+00
DTLZ1 7.952908e− 012.2e−03 7.849171e− 012.9e−04 8.027772e− 010.0e+00
DTLZ2 4.145143e− 012.7e−03 4.185581e− 018.5e−04 4.294453e− 010.0e+00
DTLZ3 4.237451e− 012.2e−03 4.192297e− 019.9e−04 4.298513e− 010.0e+00
DTLZ4 4.135101e− 011.9e−03 4.121623e− 012.2e−02 4.245304e− 010.0e+00
DTLZ5 9.540642e− 023.0e−05 9.469685e− 027.7e−06 9.579286e− 020.0e+00
DTLZ6 6.407350e− 021.0e−02 9.566239e− 027.8e−07 9.678412e− 020.0e+00
DTLZ7 3.120551e− 011.2e−03 2.770128e− 011.6e−02 3.103702e− 010.0e+00
G. EFFECTS OF THE NBSM MECHANISM
To further understand the effects of the NBSM mechanism,
we extend this mechanism to two other variants as follows:
1. DPPCP-Variant2: This variant is different from DPPCP
in that it chooses two sub-regions in the Ap. If the sub-
regions do not contain any solution, it randomly selects from
the Ap instead of borrowing from the Ad such as DPPCP.
This experiment aims to show the importance of selecting
solutions in the neighborhood sub-regions.
2. DPPCP-Variant3: In Ap, instead of carefully selecting
two mating parents from all neighborhoods of the current
sub-region, this variant randomly selects two neighborhood
sub-regions regardless of whether they contain any solution
or not. If two sub-regions do not contain any solution,
they borrow from two sub-regions in the Ad respectively.
This experiment aims to show the importance of searching
for neighborhood solutions in the whole neighborhood sub-
regions.
The performance comparisons between DPPCP with two
variants, regarding the IGD and the SPREAD metrics, are
presented in Table 9 and Table 10. It is clear that DPPCP is
the best candidate: it obtains better metric values in 20 out
of 32 comparisons. On the contrary, DPPCP-Variant2 is the
worst among them with IGD metric. Meanwhile, DPPCP-
Variant3 obtains the poor spread.
In short, our proposed NBSM mechanism, which fully
utilizes the guidance information of the neighborhood, is
effective.
H. INTERACTION BETWEEN TWO CO-EVOLVING
POPULATIONS
In this section, we clarify the effect of using dual populations.
Specifically, we consider two main points:
1. The effect of using competitive co-evolution on each
population.
2. The effect of the interaction between two populations.
Specifically, we first compare Ap with the NSGA-II algo-
rithm andAd with the MOEA/D-DE algorithm. As discussed
above, the algorithms used inAp and Ad differ from baseline
algorithms (i.e. NSGA-II and MOEA/D) at three main points:
(a) the mating parent selection mechanism (i.e. NBSM);
(b) the way to generate offspring (i.e. competitive method);
and (c) how to update Offspring to populations. Through
this experiment, we will know whether co-evolution helps
individual populations to evolve better than independent evo-
lution.
To implement this comparison, we create two new variants
of the DPPCP algorithm: DPPCP-Ad and DPPCP-Ap. These
variants are very similar to the DPPCP algorithm, except that
at the last step they only get the results done by the Ap (for
DPPCP-Ap) and by the Ad (for DPPCP-Ad).
The performance of NSGA-II and DPPCP-Ap are pre-
sented in Table 11, Table 12; and Table 13, Table 14 show the
results of comparisons between MOEA/D-DE and DPPCP-
Ad. It is clear that DPPCP-Ap and DPPCP-Ad give bet-
ter results than NSGA-II and MOEA/D-DE respectively.
DPPCP-Ap wins in 25 out of 31 comparisons, DPPCP-Ad
obtains better in 22 out of 31 comparisons using the IGD
metric. Through experimental results, we realize that the
effectiveness of baseline algorithms is enhanced by utilizing
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TABLE 4: Performance comparisons between the DPPCP with baseline algorithms using IGD metric
NSGAII MOEAD DPPCP
ZDT1 5.788071e− 054.8e−06 5.556843e− 053.3e−07 3.093510e− 050.0e+00
ZDT2 5.968199e− 052.9e−06 4.660528e− 054.7e−08 3.241247e− 050.0e+00
ZDT3 4.146423e− 051.9e−06 8.838159e− 057.9e−07 2.623904e− 050.0e+00
ZDT4 5.699439e− 052.2e−06 5.906846e− 055.0e−07 3.104248e− 050.0e+00
ZDT6 7.378607e− 054.2e−06 4.628025e− 056.2e−09 3.135962e− 050.0e+00
UF1 3.546947e− 036.0e−04 6.903693e− 055.0e−06 5.686509e− 050.0e+00
UF 1.066904e− 032.9e−04 3.608501e− 042.4e−04 1.700001e− 040.0e+00
UF3 7.154636e− 031.8e−03 1.702418e− 041.5e−04 1.820430e− 030.0e+00
UF4 1.358224e− 032.4e−05 1.940253e− 032.3e−04 1.676999e− 030.0e+00
UF5 4.394656e− 028.3e−03 6.607502e− 021.7e−02 1.547979e− 010.0e+00
UF6 8.797878e− 033.8e−03 3.479782e− 038.8e−03 2.268674e− 020.0e+00
UF7 1.859278e− 031.7e−03 1.085036e− 042.4e−05 1.185823e− 040.0e+00
UF8 2.981191e− 031.7e−04 9.841127e− 044.3e−04 8.438084e− 040.0e+00
UF9 2.732983e− 032.0e−03 2.165702e− 031.5e−03 2.269156e− 030.0e+00
UF10 5.161469e− 033.7e−03 4.986122e− 036.2e−04 4.938679e− 030.0e+00
WFG1 3.200666e− 042.3e−05 2.702204e− 042.7e−05 7.811839e− 050.0e+00
WFG2 1.174109e− 041.1e−05 6.057198e− 046.6e−06 8.474260e− 050.0e+00
WFG3 6.512669e− 053.3e−06 5.476262e− 059.3e−08 3.343249e− 050.0e+00
WFG4 5.717426e− 052.8e−06 6.238275e− 051.3e−06 3.390037e− 050.0e+00
WFG5 9.330129e− 045.7e−07 9.337936e− 043.8e−07 9.303355e− 040.0e+00
WFG6 1.122812e− 046.5e−05 9.139109e− 051.4e−07 5.394634e− 050.0e+00
WFG7 3.877603e− 051.7e−06 4.054086e− 051.9e−08 2.255773e− 050.0e+00
WFG8 2.747423e− 032.2e−03 3.174261e− 032.4e−03 8.095268e− 040.0e+00
WFG9 4.337451e− 055.0e−06 4.071753e− 051.1e−07 2.269694e− 050.0e+00
DTLZ1 3.201110e− 041.9e−05 3.474762e− 041.3e−06 2.526425e− 040.0e+00
DTLZ2 4.355620e− 042.4e−05 4.306742e− 043.0e−06 3.343429e− 040.0e+00
DTLZ3 6.953162e− 042.1e−05 7.211632e− 046.2e−06 5.305681e− 040.0e+00
DTLZ4 7.724318e− 041.2e−04 7.911537e− 041.3e−04 5.417136e− 040.0e+00
DTLZ5 6.185971e− 064.8e−07 1.516055e− 051.1e−07 3.674228e− 060.0e+00
DTLZ6 3.789467e− 042.9e−04 3.453845e− 053.1e−08 8.785615e− 060.0e+00
DTLZ7 1.204211e− 036.4e−05 2.612999e− 031.7e−04 1.181486e− 030.0e+00
a competitive co-evolutionary approach.
We continue comparing the results of each independent
population (i.e. Ap and Ad) using co-evolutionary mecha-
nisms with the result of combining both dual populations.
By this comparison, we would like to examine whether or
not the use of dual populations combines the quintessence of
both populations.
Table 15 and Table 16 shows the results of comparisons
between DPPCP, DPPCP-Ap, and DPPCP-Ad. It is clear that
DPPCP achieves better values in most instances. This shows
that thanks to the co-evolution mechanism, with interactions
between solutions in two populations that the final population
can get the advantages from both populations. It can be
said that this population is likely to be able to balance both
convergence and diversity.
The final solutions obtained by the DPPCP algorithm and
the true PF on the DTLZ, UF, WFG and ZDT series are
plotted in Fig.12-15. From these figures, we find that the
proposed algorithm can find the approximation set that covers
entirely the true PF.
I. CPU TIME COMPARISON
To compare the runtime of the algorithms, we analysed the
CPU time cost of the proposed algorithm (DPPCP) with
two baselines (NSGA-II and MOEA/D) and the co-evolution
algorithms ED/DPP algorithm. We conducted comparisons
on 31 problems. To get the most accurate assessment, all
algorithms are implemented in jMetal5 (an integrated JAVA
framework). It can be downloaded from http://jmetal.github.
io/jMetal/. We run multithreading with 8 cores on computers
configured as Intel Xeon E5-2620, 16gb Ram. Experimental
results are shown in Fig.9-11. We experimented with two
different generation parameters which are 3000 (Fig.9-10)
and 300,000 (Fig.11).
Suppose that M is the objective number; N is the pop-
ulation size and T is the neighbour size. The time com-
plexity of MOEA/D in one generation (iteration) is only
O(NTM), where M, TN. Meanwhile, O(MN2) is the
time complexity of NSGA-II algorithm. The DPPCP and
ED/DPP algorithms maintain two coevolving populations.
The main running steps of these two algorithms are similar
to the MOEA/D algorithm. Thus, the complexity in these
main steps is still O(NTM). However, small steps in the
algorithms often have to be processed twice for two popu-
lations so the calculation time will take more than baseline
algorithms. Results with CPU time show this clearly. As
you can see in Fig.9, the MOEA/D algorithm costs the least
CPU time, followed by the NSGA-II algorithm. These two
baseline algorithms take less time than the two DPPCP and
ED/DPP algorithms. Fig.10 shows the comparison of the two
co-evolution algorithms. The white boxes indicate that the
DPPCP algorithm runs faster and vice versa with the black
boxes. It is evident that with a loop count of 3000, the DPPCP
algorithm runs faster than ED/DPP in most test cases. The
result is similar for these two algorithms when the number
of iterations increases to 300,000, as shown in Fig.11. The
explanation for this result may be in the step of updating the
child solution into the Ad population. While DPPCP updates
with a limited number (K<T) of neighbourhood solutions (the
time complexity is O(K)), in ED/DPP the author proceeds
through all sub-regions to calculate distances and find the
nearest sub-region and compare the child solution with so-
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FIGURE 9: CPU time comparisons between for algorithms on different test instances (with the number of generations is 3000)
FIGURE 10: CPU time comparisons between for algorithms on different test instances (with the number of generations is
3000)
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TABLE 5: Performance comparisons between the DPPCP with state-of-art algorithms using HV metric
ED/DPP DPP2 DPPCP
ZDT1 6.503543e− 011.9e−02 6.648341e− 014.6e−05 6.655793e− 010.0e+00
ZDT2 3.062317e− 017.8e−02 3.315689e− 013.8e−05 3.321892e− 010.0e+00
ZDT3 5.137847e− 012.3e−03 5.162233e− 019.3e−06 5.170450e− 010.0e+00
ZDT4 0.000000e+ 000.0e+00 6.649716e− 011.0e−05 6.655913e− 010.0e+00
ZDT6 4.052969e− 011.9e−05 4.047282e− 015.4e−08 4.053136e− 010.0e+00
UF1 6.095147e− 011.5e−02 6.635853e− 011.4e−04 6.639659e− 010.0e+00
UF 6.071246e− 019.4e−03 6.568236e− 011.6e−03 6.616692e− 010.0e+00
UF3 4.299732e− 015.4e−02 6.521115e− 011.5e−02 5.965543e− 010.0e+00
UF4 2.384583e− 017.3e−03 2.438856e− 014.2e−03 2.551797e− 010.0e+00
UF5 1.642984e− 036.7e−03 1.208023e− 019.1e−02 8.999985e− 020.0e+00
UF6 9.514643e− 025.0e−02 2.001687e− 018.5e−02 1.725421e− 010.0e+00
UF7 4.701857e− 018.9e−03 4.958239e− 018.2e−04 4.954061e− 010.0e+00
UF8 2.564091e− 013.3e−02 3.271188e− 011.6e−02 3.623309e− 010.0e+00
UF9 5.107049e− 013.8e−02 5.646465e− 013.1e−02 5.565798e− 010.0e+00
UF10 0.000000e+ 000.0e+00 7.045457e− 021.4e−02 9.315613e− 020.0e+00
WFG1 4.500378e− 016.6e−02 6.347178e− 013.6e−04 6.370891e− 010.0e+00
WFG2 5.635474e− 017.7e−04 5.646761e− 011.2e−05 5.654082e− 010.0e+00
WFG3 4.922166e− 012.6e−03 4.979994e− 014.2e−06 4.987931e− 010.0e+00
WFG4 2.117675e− 011.3e−03 2.211018e− 011.4e−04 2.220795e− 010.0e+00
WFG5 1.995414e− 012.1e−03 1.987193e− 012.8e−03 1.989817e− 010.0e+00
WFG6 2.109626e− 011.5e−03 2.128725e− 013.8e−06 2.136358e− 010.0e+00
WFG7 2.129709e− 011.8e−04 2.128533e− 016.8e−06 2.136157e− 010.0e+00
WFG8 1.576003e− 011.8e−02 1.732010e− 012.6e−02 2.114787e− 010.0e+00
WFG9 2.412725e− 011.6e−04 2.438372e− 014.6e−05 2.449073e− 010.0e+00
DTLZ1 3.981344e− 021.6e−01 7.848863e− 011.7e−04 8.027772e− 010.0e+00
DTLZ2 4.325969e− 011.5e−03 4.185189e− 019.8e−04 4.294453e− 010.0e+00
DTLZ3 8.816880e− 021.7e−01 4.182285e− 011.1e−03 4.298513e− 010.0e+00
DTLZ4 4.198804e− 011.5e−03 4.065588e− 013.0e−02 4.245304e− 010.0e+00
DTLZ5 8.724304e− 022.3e−03 9.469878e− 029.7e−06 9.579286e− 020.0e+00
DTLZ6 9.656330e− 021.2e−05 9.566300e− 028.0e−07 9.678412e− 020.0e+00
DTLZ7 3.129314e− 012.5e−03 2.800935e− 016.8e−03 3.103702e− 010.0e+00
lution in this sub-region to update (the time complexity is
O(NM)). This is the main reason leading to the difference in
CPU time between these two algorithms.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a competitive co-evolutionary
approach (DPPCP) for balancing between convergence and
diversity in MOEAs. Specifically, we use dual-population
competitive co-evolutionary approach with a pair of popu-
lations evolved in parallel. One uses the Pareto-based mecha-
nism to obtain a better convergence and the other one uses
the decomposition-based technique to maintain the diver-
sity. These populations interact with each other via a new
neighborhood based selection mechanism (NBSMS) and a
competitive mechanism. We have evaluated the proposed
model on four sets of benchmark problems. The performance
of the DPPCP is compared with the baseline algorithms, the
original version DPP and some variants using the HV and
IGD metrics. The empirical outcomes show that the DPPCP
model is better on test instances. By comparing DPPCP with
baseline algorithms, the empirical results pointed out the
efficacy of the new competitive co-evolutionary approach in
balancing diversity and convergence in solving MOPs. This is
our first study of applying competitive co-evolution to multi-
objective optimization problems. The proposed method can
still be improved and expanded in several aspects such as how
to choose a final population that not only ensures diversity but
also approximates the Pareto optimal solution set. Besides, in
an extension of this work, we also plan to apply the approach
to finding optimal parameters as well as features for machine
learning models.
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TABLE 8: Performance comparisons between the DPPCP with DPPCP-Variant1 using IGD metric
DPPCP-Variant1 DPPCP
ZDT1 1.300515e− 042.0e−05 3.093510e− 050.0e+00
ZDT2 9.765445e− 052.2e−05 3.241247e− 050.0e+00
ZDT3 1.731261e− 042.4e−05 2.623904e− 050.0e+00
ZDT4 1.363398e− 041.4e−05 3.104248e− 050.0e+00
ZDT6 5.354539e− 055.6e−07 3.135962e− 050.0e+00
UF1 6.941814e− 048.8e−04 5.686509e− 050.0e+00
UF 3.218592e− 041.0e−04 1.700001e− 040.0e+00
UF3 2.212806e− 036.5e−04 1.820430e− 030.0e+00
UF4 2.022856e− 031.5e−04 1.676999e− 030.0e+00
UF5 6.183181e− 021.6e−02 1.547979e− 010.0e+00
UF6 5.570435e− 034.3e−03 2.268674e− 020.0e+00
UF7 3.427245e− 044.4e−04 1.185823e− 040.0e+00
UF8 1.005022e− 031.5e−04 8.438084e− 040.0e+00
UF9 1.387835e− 036.8e−04 2.269156e− 030.0e+00
UF10 4.734256e− 034.8e−04 4.938679e− 030.0e+00
WFG1 1.711538e− 031.9e−03 7.811839e− 050.0e+00
WFG2 1.185953e− 038.2e−05 8.474260e− 050.0e+00
WFG3 1.448185e− 042.6e−05 3.343249e− 050.0e+00
WFG4 1.497142e− 042.8e−05 3.390037e− 050.0e+00
WFG5 9.367849e− 042.1e−06 9.303355e− 040.0e+00
WFG6 2.140030e− 043.1e−05 5.394634e− 050.0e+00
WFG7 8.367173e− 051.1e−05 2.255773e− 050.0e+00
WFG8 2.419494e− 031.0e−03 8.095268e− 040.0e+00
WFG9 9.602084e− 051.4e−05 2.269694e− 050.0e+00
DTLZ1 3.483237e− 046.9e−06 2.526425e− 040.0e+00
DTLZ2 4.540029e− 047.2e−06 3.343429e− 040.0e+00
DTLZ3 7.371303e− 041.6e−05 5.305681e− 040.0e+00
DTLZ4 6.460156e− 047.3e−05 5.417136e− 040.0e+00
DTLZ5 1.263027e− 051.2e−06 3.674228e− 060.0e+00
DTLZ6 3.071575e− 054.2e−07 8.785615e− 060.0e+00
DTLZ7 3.071591e− 033.0e−03 1.181486e− 030.0e+00
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TABLE 9: Performance comparisons between the DPPCP with DPPCP-Variant2 and DPPCP-Variant3 using IGD metric
DPPCP DPPCP-Variant3 DPPCP-Variant2
ZDT1 6.655793e− 010.0e+00 6.655222e− 013.5e−05 6.654682e− 018.0e−05
ZDT2 3.321892e− 010.0e+00 3.321594e− 014.2e−05 3.322645e− 014.6e−05
ZDT3 5.170450e− 010.0e+00 5.170514e− 014.4e−06 5.170115e− 012.3e−05
ZDT4 6.655913e− 010.0e+00 6.655955e− 011.2e−05 6.655771e− 011.7e−05
ZDT6 4.053136e− 010.0e+00 4.053195e− 011.0e−05 4.053177e− 012.0e−05
UF1 6.639659e− 010.0e+00 6.638367e− 011.7e−04 6.611297e− 011.3e−02
UF 6.616692e− 010.0e+00 6.584050e− 012.3e−03 6.585740e− 011.8e−03
UF3 5.965543e− 010.0e+00 6.489444e− 011.2e−02 6.341751e− 014.1e−02
UF4 2.551797e− 010.0e+00 2.522927e− 015.0e−03 2.527116e− 013.6e−03
UF5 8.999985e− 020.0e+00 1.511017e− 019.1e−02 1.851661e− 011.0e−01
UF6 1.725421e− 010.0e+00 1.954255e− 011.0e−01 1.720137e− 018.3e−02
UF7 4.954061e− 010.0e+00 4.472362e− 011.0e−01 4.918281e− 018.7e−03
UF8 3.623309e− 010.0e+00 3.418781e− 012.7e−02 3.032140e− 018.0e−02
UF9 5.565798e− 010.0e+00 5.540199e− 017.7e−03 5.885163e− 015.4e−02
UF10 9.315613e− 020.0e+00 6.069509e− 021.6e−02 8.027631e− 024.1e−02
WFG1 6.370891e− 010.0e+00 6.353138e− 013.2e−04 6.353696e− 011.4e−04
WFG2 5.654082e− 010.0e+00 5.654134e− 016.5e−06 5.654117e− 014.9e−06
WFG3 4.987931e− 010.0e+00 4.987877e− 018.3e−06 4.987841e− 011.7e−05
WFG4 2.220795e− 010.0e+00 2.220849e− 011.1e−04 2.221528e− 014.8e−05
WFG5 1.989817e− 010.0e+00 1.997983e− 012.6e−03 1.993798e− 011.8e−03
WFG6 2.136358e− 010.0e+00 2.136419e− 011.0e−05 2.136229e− 019.6e−06
WFG7 2.136157e− 010.0e+00 2.136398e− 019.0e−06 2.136212e− 018.9e−06
WFG8 2.114787e− 010.0e+00 1.950397e− 012.6e−02 1.762630e− 012.7e−02
WFG9 2.449073e− 010.0e+00 2.446959e− 018.0e−05 2.447730e− 011.6e−04
DTLZ1 8.027772e− 010.0e+00 8.034714e− 016.8e−04 7.993489e− 018.5e−04
DTLZ2 4.294453e− 010.0e+00 4.318317e− 011.2e−03 4.275582e− 018.8e−04
DTLZ3 4.298513e− 010.0e+00 4.337437e− 011.2e−03 4.282988e− 018.1e−04
DTLZ4 4.245304e− 010.0e+00 4.270484e− 016.5e−04 4.241378e− 017.9e−04
DTLZ5 9.579286e− 020.0e+00 9.578658e− 021.1e−05 9.574149e− 021.1e−05
DTLZ6 9.678412e− 020.0e+00 9.676609e− 026.0e−06 9.676292e− 027.1e−06
DTLZ7 3.103702e− 010.0e+00 2.811700e− 014.6e−02 2.462745e− 013.2e−02
TABLE 10: Performance comparisons between the DPPCP with DPPCP-Variant2 and DPPCP-Variant3 using SPREAD metric
DPPCP DPPCP-Variant3 DPPCP-Variant2
ZDT1 5.090732e− 010.0e+00 5.147352e− 011.8e−02 5.096334e− 011.4e−02
ZDT2 5.234142e− 010.0e+00 4.927756e− 011.3e−02 4.992091e− 012.2e−02
ZDT3 8.496801e− 010.0e+00 8.649409e− 013.5e−03 8.585498e− 015.6e−03
ZDT4 4.978226e− 010.0e+00 5.190670e− 011.3e−02 5.083129e− 011.4e−02
ZDT6 1.262919e+ 000.0e+00 1.100262e+ 003.3e−01 7.020149e− 013.2e−01
UF1 4.395728e− 010.0e+00 4.341900e− 011.9e−02 4.813619e− 019.4e−02
UF 5.609735e− 010.0e+00 5.422028e− 012.4e−02 5.267486e− 012.3e−02
UF3 9.158526e− 010.0e+00 8.435704e− 012.0e−01 8.540161e− 012.0e−01
UF4 5.607462e− 010.0e+00 6.460472e− 016.7e−02 6.239098e− 016.3e−02
UF5 1.116620e+ 000.0e+00 1.210485e+ 002.2e−01 1.219553e+ 001.7e−01
UF6 1.000035e+ 000.0e+00 1.329176e+ 001.8e−01 1.217140e+ 001.6e−01
UF7 9.278187e− 010.0e+00 6.441274e− 013.1e−01 5.959498e− 011.7e−01
UF8 8.112851e− 010.0e+00 8.631439e− 014.4e−02 8.516223e− 011.1e−01
UF9 1.172136e+ 000.0e+00 1.055870e+ 001.0e−01 1.016694e+ 001.4e−01
UF10 1.113429e+ 000.0e+00 1.139191e+ 002.0e−01 9.984497e− 011.4e−01
WFG1 5.910268e− 010.0e+00 5.980603e− 018.6e−03 6.014965e− 011.4e−02
WFG2 9.265058e− 010.0e+00 9.275593e− 013.8e−03 9.266749e− 013.2e−03
WFG3 5.067168e− 010.0e+00 5.092385e− 019.3e−03 5.061781e− 011.5e−02
WFG4 5.102968e− 010.0e+00 5.259370e− 018.2e−03 5.184175e− 011.5e−02
WFG5 5.124313e− 010.0e+00 5.297967e− 011.2e−02 5.311470e− 011.1e−02
WFG6 5.025690e− 010.0e+00 5.081665e− 011.7e−02 5.058109e− 011.5e−02
WFG7 5.117605e− 010.0e+00 5.070984e− 011.2e−02 5.085303e− 011.4e−02
WFG8 5.850444e− 010.0e+00 6.678814e− 019.4e−02 6.883508e− 017.6e−02
WFG9 5.152843e− 010.0e+00 5.435935e− 011.6e−02 5.384225e− 011.1e−02
DTLZ1 7.480045e− 010.0e+00 7.700924e− 011.7e−02 7.612776e− 011.5e−02
DTLZ2 6.909910e− 010.0e+00 7.058144e− 012.1e−02 6.936715e− 011.4e−02
DTLZ3 7.258689e− 010.0e+00 7.074477e− 011.5e−02 6.992068e− 011.7e−02
DTLZ4 7.042373e− 010.0e+00 7.078723e− 011.9e−02 6.894604e− 011.2e−02
DTLZ5 6.133811e− 010.0e+00 6.366189e− 011.3e−02 6.351343e− 011.7e−02
DTLZ6 6.074105e− 010.0e+00 6.360939e− 011.2e−02 6.328897e− 019.2e−03
DTLZ7 9.165426e− 010.0e+00 8.179126e− 011.1e−01 7.521809e− 011.1e−01
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TABLE 11: Performance comparisons between NSGAII with Ap using HV metric
NSGAII Ap
ZDT1 6.647712e− 015.6e−05 6.650548e− 013.2e−05
ZDT2 3.314915e− 012.8e−05 3.317714e− 011.2e−05
ZDT3 5.168546e− 011.3e−05 5.169530e− 012.6e−06
ZDT4 6.648566e− 012.0e−05 6.651099e− 013.9e−06
ZDT6 4.031377e− 011.2e−04 4.047653e− 016.9e−06
UF1 5.419462e− 012.1e−02 6.639871e− 018.5e−05
UF 6.409438e− 013.6e−03 6.602307e− 019.2e−04
UF3 4.692771e− 011.8e−02 6.531597e− 011.2e−02
UF4 2.726242e− 013.8e−04 2.538280e− 014.0e−03
UF5 2.395064e− 013.2e−02 1.533705e− 019.1e−02
UF6 2.702487e− 014.2e−02 1.845366e− 017.1e−02
UF7 4.238320e− 016.3e−02 4.944873e− 013.7e−03
UF8 1.065488e− 012.3e−02 3.201665e− 012.2e−02
UF9 4.384664e− 011.2e−01 4.968106e− 016.8e−02
UF10 8.641870e− 041.4e−03 3.287506e− 022.3e−02
WFG1 6.337007e− 013.9e−04 6.354226e− 011.9e−04
WFG2 5.653015e− 011.1e−05 5.653629e− 012.6e−06
WFG3 4.978586e− 014.8e−05 4.982742e− 015.1e−06
WFG4 2.214275e− 011.0e−04 2.218771e− 013.7e−06
WFG5 1.982329e− 019.5e−05 1.986686e− 017.8e−06
WFG6 2.097628e− 014.0e−03 2.133093e− 012.2e−06
WFG7 2.129740e− 015.5e−05 2.133029e− 011.6e−06
WFG8 1.752138e− 012.6e−02 1.734960e− 012.6e−02
WFG9 2.435342e− 014.9e−04 2.444773e− 011.5e−04
DTLZ1 7.951600e− 012.9e−03 7.902245e− 011.8e−03
DTLZ2 4.146214e− 012.9e−03 4.210202e− 011.9e−03
DTLZ3 4.231073e− 012.8e−03 4.225103e− 012.4e−03
DTLZ4 4.132746e− 011.8e−03 4.148104e− 012.7e−03
DTLZ5 9.541452e− 022.5e−05 9.562316e− 026.0e−06
DTLZ6 6.790182e− 021.2e−02 9.656647e− 021.0e−05
DTLZ7 3.121336e− 011.4e−03 2.459266e− 013.4e−02
TABLE 12: Performance comparisons between NSGAII with Ap using IGD metric
NSGAII Ap
ZDT1 5.919099e− 052.6e−06 4.484072e− 052.0e−07
ZDT2 6.035183e− 052.2e−06 4.586843e− 052.9e−07
ZDT3 4.190027e− 051.5e−06 3.235044e− 054.4e−07
ZDT4 5.677679e− 051.1e−06 4.468699e− 052.6e−07
ZDT6 7.329672e− 052.5e−06 4.395604e− 051.6e−07
UF1 3.531346e− 036.7e−04 5.458855e− 051.5e−06
UF 1.014096e− 032.9e−04 2.503008e− 045.8e−05
UF3 7.093487e− 031.6e−03 3.015407e− 042.9e−04
UF4 1.351779e− 031.3e−05 1.721485e− 038.0e−05
UF5 4.420051e− 024.3e−03 1.027762e− 014.5e−02
UF6 8.820306e− 032.6e−03 1.716127e− 025.2e−03
UF7 3.519909e− 033.8e−03 4.313322e− 045.1e−04
UF8 2.991707e− 038.8e−05 1.032012e− 031.4e−04
UF9 2.324010e− 031.1e−03 2.173429e− 035.4e−04
UF10 5.264139e− 032.0e−03 5.715941e− 039.0e−04
WFG1 3.146505e− 042.1e−05 2.353121e− 041.7e−05
WFG2 1.185735e− 048.1e−06 9.394695e− 055.0e−06
WFG3 6.509974e− 052.8e−06 4.879745e− 058.5e−07
WFG4 5.599029e− 053.1e−06 4.188075e− 055.4e−07
WFG5 9.334401e− 041.2e−06 9.309544e− 041.1e−07
WFG6 1.654294e− 041.3e−04 7.376991e− 053.9e−06
WFG7 3.933206e− 053.0e−06 2.845054e− 052.6e−07
WFG8 2.389023e− 031.3e−03 2.778718e− 031.4e−03
WFG9 4.201996e− 052.8e−06 2.995207e− 051.9e−07
DTLZ1 3.231009e− 049.7e−06 3.214582e− 041.3e−05
DTLZ2 4.433946e− 041.7e−05 4.132936e− 049.8e−06
DTLZ3 6.935231e− 041.5e−05 6.602071e− 041.7e−05
DTLZ4 7.956023e− 041.2e−04 7.878465e− 044.7e−05
DTLZ5 6.212032e− 062.9e−07 4.629317e− 067.3e−08
DTLZ6 2.898050e− 041.5e−04 1.134035e− 053.0e−07
DTLZ7 1.210533e− 034.6e−05 1.846060e− 027.2e−03
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TABLE 13: Performance comparisons between MOEAD/DE with Ad using HV metric
MOEAD/DE Ad
ZDT1 6.648280e− 015.4e−05 6.649500e− 013.2e−05
ZDT2 3.315831e− 015.4e−05 3.316895e− 011.0e−05
ZDT3 5.162168e− 011.4e−05 5.162376e− 013.0e−06
ZDT4 6.649704e− 018.3e−06 6.649978e− 014.4e−06
ZDT6 4.047282e− 011.5e−08 4.047278e− 011.3e−06
UF1 6.635979e− 011.3e−04 6.639067e− 011.6e−04
UF 6.565669e− 012.8e−03 6.602800e− 016.3e−04
UF3 6.578853e− 014.4e−03 6.528604e− 011.0e−02
UF4 2.472456e− 015.4e−03 2.530931e− 015.1e−03
UF5 4.976365e− 025.8e−02 1.901213e− 011.2e−01
UF6 2.059300e− 018.3e−02 1.557399e− 019.6e−02
UF7 4.945292e− 013.3e−03 4.947838e− 013.1e−03
UF8 3.286710e− 012.2e−02 3.347479e− 013.0e−02
UF9 5.973945e− 016.0e−02 5.653599e− 017.9e−03
UF10 7.037545e− 021.9e−02 7.481132e− 023.5e−02
WFG1 6.347123e− 012.2e−04 6.349902e− 012.2e−04
WFG2 5.646696e− 011.5e−05 5.646973e− 012.0e−06
WFG3 4.980009e− 014.5e−06 4.980084e− 012.8e−06
WFG4 2.212079e− 018.0e−05 2.213991e− 019.9e−06
WFG5 1.987543e− 012.0e−03 1.989529e− 012.6e−03
WFG6 2.128719e− 014.6e−06 2.128776e− 013.4e−06
WFG7 2.128584e− 018.0e−06 2.128669e− 013.0e−06
WFG8 1.732240e− 012.6e−02 1.677706e− 012.3e−02
WFG9 2.439037e− 016.4e−05 2.439922e− 011.7e−04
DTLZ1 7.848600e− 012.6e−04 7.849389e− 012.5e−04
DTLZ2 4.187079e− 019.6e−04 4.186242e− 017.6e−04
DTLZ3 4.193613e− 019.2e−04 4.193516e− 011.2e−03
DTLZ4 4.169853e− 018.7e−04 4.157544e− 011.1e−03
DTLZ5 9.469885e− 027.5e−06 9.472012e− 025.0e−06
DTLZ6 9.566261e− 026.8e−07 9.566209e− 026.4e−07
DTLZ7 2.801997e− 016.6e−03 2.316691e− 012.6e−02
TABLE 14: Performance comparisons between MOEAD/DE with Ad using IGD metric
MOEAD Ad
ZDT1 5.561091e− 052.2e−07 5.528320e− 051.7e−07
ZDT2 4.661063e− 054.8e−08 4.662861e− 058.1e−09
ZDT3 8.897932e− 051.7e−06 8.797083e− 059.4e−08
ZDT4 5.903217e− 054.4e−07 5.892080e− 051.5e−07
ZDT6 4.627950e− 055.4e−09 4.627584e− 051.6e−09
UF1 7.056534e− 055.6e−06 6.249016e− 052.8e−06
UF 4.789866e− 041.5e−04 2.519000e− 043.9e−05
UF3 1.852946e− 049.2e−05 2.948503e− 042.2e−04
UF4 1.919477e− 031.2e−04 1.765559e− 031.1e−04
UF5 6.953943e− 021.0e−02 9.583202e− 025.3e−02
UF6 7.166399e− 038.6e−03 2.003117e− 027.4e−03
UF7 3.171871e− 044.7e−04 3.210059e− 044.0e−04
UF8 1.082474e− 032.5e−04 1.122969e− 033.3e−04
UF9 1.706092e− 037.8e−04 2.168509e− 037.8e−05
UF10 5.162630e− 034.9e−04 5.195688e− 036.8e−04
WFG1 2.771777e− 041.4e−05 2.574595e− 041.9e−05
WFG2 6.031492e− 048.5e−06 6.081285e− 041.1e−06
WFG3 5.477941e− 056.2e−08 5.475384e− 053.2e−08
WFG4 6.262985e− 057.2e−07 6.154841e− 052.9e−07
WFG5 9.156851e− 045.7e−05 9.095219e− 047.3e−05
WFG6 9.134833e− 051.0e−07 9.137324e− 056.0e−08
WFG7 4.053872e− 051.2e−08 4.053413e− 052.3e−08
WFG8 2.601146e− 031.3e−03 2.976396e− 031.2e−03
WFG9 4.064367e− 051.4e−07 4.055560e− 052.0e−07
DTLZ1 3.475079e− 041.1e−06 3.473201e− 048.9e−07
DTLZ2 4.309118e− 042.2e−06 4.308753e− 041.9e−06
DTLZ3 7.219248e− 044.6e−06 7.210165e− 043.3e−06
DTLZ4 7.737441e− 045.9e−05 8.445142e− 047.7e−05
DTLZ5 1.517558e− 056.4e−08 1.514454e− 055.4e−08
DTLZ6 3.453149e− 052.9e−08 3.454897e− 051.9e−08
DTLZ7 4.015304e− 034.3e−03 2.044364e− 027.1e−03
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TABLE 15: Performance comparisons between DPPCP with DPPCP-Ap and DPPCP-Ad using the HV metric
DPPCP-Ap DPPCP-Ad DPPCP
ZDT1 6.650573e− 013.4e−05 6.649439e− 013.5e−05 6.654682e− 018.0e−05
ZDT2 3.317733e− 011.2e−05 3.316889e− 011.1e−05 3.322645e− 014.6e−05
ZDT3 5.169542e− 012.8e−06 5.162387e− 013.6e−06 5.170115e− 012.3e−05
ZDT4 6.651104e− 015.3e−06 6.649971e− 015.5e−06 6.655771e− 011.7e−05
ZDT6 4.047643e− 016.5e−06 4.047280e− 018.9e−07 4.053177e− 012.0e−05
UF1 6.639747e− 017.9e−05 6.639469e− 011.4e−04 6.611297e− 011.3e−02
UF 6.599954e− 011.3e−03 6.601949e− 019.0e−04 6.585740e− 011.8e−03
UF3 6.521510e− 011.2e−02 6.512283e− 011.2e−02 6.341751e− 014.1e−02
UF4 2.541054e− 013.9e−03 2.555352e− 015.5e−03 2.527116e− 013.6e−03
UF5 1.690427e− 011.0e−01 1.736297e− 011.2e−01 1.851661e− 011.0e−01
UF6 1.857803e− 018.4e−02 1.660392e− 011.0e−01 1.720137e− 018.3e−02
UF7 4.834219e− 015.2e−02 4.951684e− 012.6e−03 4.918281e− 018.7e−03
UF8 3.158450e− 012.6e−02 3.255501e− 014.0e−02 3.032140e− 018.0e−02
UF9 4.965614e− 016.8e−02 5.620449e− 019.7e−03 5.885163e− 015.4e−02
UF10 3.846684e− 022.6e−02 8.202228e− 023.5e−02 8.027631e− 024.1e−02
WFG1 6.353914e− 011.7e−04 6.350033e− 012.3e−04 6.353696e− 011.4e−04
WFG2 5.653623e− 012.9e−06 5.646976e− 012.3e−06 5.654117e− 014.9e−06
WFG3 4.982741e− 014.9e−06 4.980092e− 013.6e−06 4.987841e− 011.7e−05
WFG4 2.218733e− 017.9e−06 2.214039e− 011.0e−05 2.221528e− 014.8e−05
WFG5 1.990736e− 011.8e−03 1.993133e− 012.9e−03 1.993798e− 011.8e−03
WFG6 2.133075e− 013.9e−06 2.128778e− 013.0e−06 2.136229e− 019.6e−06
WFG7 2.133019e− 013.1e−06 2.128669e− 013.4e−06 2.136212e− 018.9e−06
WFG8 1.680864e− 012.2e−02 1.731327e− 012.6e−02 1.762630e− 012.7e−02
WFG9 2.444569e− 011.5e−04 2.439633e− 011.5e−04 2.447730e− 011.6e−04
DTLZ1 7.910644e− 012.2e−03 7.848877e− 012.4e−04 7.993489e− 018.5e−04
DTLZ2 4.200114e− 012.3e−03 4.184426e− 018.9e−04 4.275582e− 018.8e−04
DTLZ3 4.221261e− 012.2e−03 4.190582e− 011.0e−03 4.282988e− 018.1e−04
DTLZ4 4.145095e− 012.2e−03 4.159602e− 011.1e−03 4.241378e− 017.9e−04
DTLZ5 9.562550e− 026.0e−06 9.472234e− 026.1e−06 9.574149e− 021.1e−05
DTLZ6 9.656628e− 021.0e−05 9.566211e− 025.6e−07 9.676292e− 027.1e−06
DTLZ7 2.407067e− 013.4e−02 2.339938e− 012.6e−02 2.462745e− 013.2e−02
TABLE 16: Performance comparisons between DPPCP with DPPCP-Ap and DPPCP-Ad using IGD metric
DPPCP-Ap DPPCP-Ad DPPCP
ZDT1 4.485633e− 052.2e−07 5.530559e− 051.6e−07 3.187123e− 056.9e−07
ZDT2 4.583104e− 052.6e−07 4.662961e− 057.6e−09 3.175499e− 055.7e−07
ZDT3 3.215338e− 055.4e−07 8.807805e− 052.4e−07 2.664059e− 054.9e−07
ZDT4 4.468264e− 052.6e−07 5.901455e− 053.2e−07 3.138571e− 054.9e−07
ZDT6 4.397428e− 051.8e−07 4.627621e− 051.6e−09 3.142337e− 057.2e−07
UF1 5.465684e− 051.3e−06 6.231947e− 052.6e−06 3.484854e− 041.3e−03
UF 2.682161e− 047.3e−05 2.575379e− 045.1e−05 3.626042e− 041.1e−04
UF3 3.703678e− 044.5e−04 3.300163e− 042.7e−04 7.198866e− 041.1e−03
UF4 1.728170e− 038.3e−05 1.719490e− 031.2e−04 1.792191e− 039.6e−05
UF5 9.393395e− 024.9e−02 9.658430e− 025.1e−02 9.217221e− 024.4e−02
UF6 1.702495e− 024.9e−03 1.887109e− 027.1e−03 1.715472e− 025.8e−03
UF7 1.034829e− 033.2e−03 3.049188e− 043.6e−04 4.723165e− 047.4e−04
UF8 1.068130e− 031.6e−04 1.199492e− 034.7e−04 1.427242e− 031.6e−03
UF9 2.177674e− 035.4e−04 2.194444e− 031.0e−04 1.860454e− 036.2e−04
UF10 5.692229e− 037.7e−04 4.920016e− 037.8e−04 4.756647e− 038.1e−04
WFG1 2.378909e− 041.5e−05 2.564765e− 042.0e−05 2.642254e− 049.2e−06
WFG2 9.553416e− 054.9e−06 6.077109e− 041.0e−06 8.645268e− 055.0e−06
WFG3 4.854589e− 058.6e−07 5.473958e− 055.1e−08 3.496741e− 055.4e−07
WFG4 4.186748e− 055.1e−07 6.152974e− 052.5e−07 3.327079e− 056.0e−07
WFG5 9.194347e− 045.2e−05 8.987365e− 048.3e−05 9.190031e− 045.1e−05
WFG6 7.328672e− 053.7e−06 9.137049e− 054.6e−08 5.268868e− 052.4e−06
WFG7 2.842715e− 052.2e−07 4.053810e− 051.8e−08 2.202683e− 053.0e−07
WFG8 2.972886e− 031.2e−03 2.690646e− 031.3e−03 2.447889e− 031.3e−03
WFG9 2.997811e− 052.6e−07 4.058226e− 051.7e−07 2.311125e− 056.5e−07
DTLZ1 3.199129e− 041.3e−05 3.470590e− 049.9e−07 2.666947e− 045.0e−06
DTLZ2 4.126831e− 048.9e−06 4.307759e− 042.0e−06 3.401370e− 045.6e−06
DTLZ3 6.701955e− 041.9e−05 7.209664e− 043.7e−06 5.485917e− 048.3e−06
DTLZ4 7.959802e− 045.7e−05 8.381398e− 046.4e−05 5.614028e− 045.8e−05
DTLZ5 4.629690e− 067.8e−08 1.514716e− 055.3e−08 3.817541e− 061.1e−07
DTLZ6 1.127554e− 052.9e−07 3.453401e− 053.1e−08 9.029561e− 063.2e−07
DTLZ7 1.923883e− 027.1e−03 2.005448e− 026.9e−03 1.836414e− 026.8e−03
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